Robert E. Lee
Confederate general of the Civil War
WHO QUESTIONS
Who was Robert E. Lee?
A general for the Confederacy
Who did Robert E. Lee fight against?
General Grant
Who inspired Robert E. Lee to fight for the rights of the Southern states?
His father, Henry “light-horse” Lee
What questions
What did Robert E. Lee fight for?
to have a perfect and equal balance of rights between the Southern and Northern states
What did Robert E. Lee fight against?
A tyrannical government
When questions
When did Robert E. Lee become a general for the Confederacy?
1862
When was the South conquered?
April 9th, 1865
Where questions
Where was the South conquered?
Appomattox Court house
Lee Chapel in Lexington, VA
Why questions
Why did Lee surrender?
He didn’t believe there was any hope for him and his men
How questions
How many slaves did Robert E. Lee own?
0. He didn’t own any slaves.
How was the South fighting for a racist cause?
It wasn’t, 73% of the U.S. population can come to the agreement that Southerners and Southern states weren’t and aren’t racist.
How did Lee surrender?
Lee surrendered peacefully, unlike many modern day soldiers, protesters, and rebels.
Facts about Lee
When was Robert E. Lee born?
January 19\textsuperscript{th}, 1807
Who was Robert E. Lee married to?
Mary Anna Custis Lee, George Washington’s great granddaughter
Video

Robert E Lee in 5 Minutes